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State of Disclaimer 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the 
course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information 
in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of the device or 
infringement of patent or copyright laws. California polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and 
its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Abstract 
This document outlines the work to be conducted by our senior project team of mechanical engineering 
students attending California Polytechnic State University sponsored by Naval Information Warfare Center 
(NIWC). Cable terminations are often the least reliable and most expensive components of a maritime 
system. These cables are suspended in water by a buoy to reduce wear at the terminations. The Naval 
Information Warfare Center requires a modular auxiliary float with tunable buoyancy that can be placed 
along such cable. Our system must be able to be deployed, adjusted, and retrieved quickly and easily during 
operational use. This report focuses on our team’s final design concept and includes all analysis to justify 
our design direction along with safety, maintenance, and repair considerations. The report further elaborates 
on cost analysis, manufacture procedures, and testing scenarios for our final prototype. This document also 
includes prior background research, project objectives, a project timeline, and serves as a comprehensive 
project overview from inception to reaching our final design.  
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1 Introduction 
This document outlines the work to be conducted by our senior project team of mechanical engineering 
students attending California Polytechnic State University sponsored by Naval Information Warfare Center 
(NIWC). The NIWC is our primary stakeholder and located in Point Loma, San Diego, CA. This agency 
helps support the Navy’s technical infrastructure through research and development [1]. Our team has been 
given the opportunity to contribute to this effort by generating innovative solutions for one of their design 
challenges. We have been assigned to help research, design, and test a modular auxiliary float (buoy). These 
submerged buoys are attached along a cable to prevent cable termination damage by dampening the load 
experienced by the terminations. The following sections include theoretical, commercial market, and patent 
research, a defined problem statement, engineering specifications, and quality function deployment 
assessment as stated in our original scope of work. The document further details the design process our 
team followed to arrive at our final design. This includes our final design description, design decision 
justifications, safety, maintenance, repair considerations, and cost analysis. Manufacturing and testing 
procedures are included, along with an overview of the key deliverables we were able to finish before the 
project’s completion. Lastly, we will discuss our recommendations for future design work, and summarize 
important take-aways from this project. 
2 Background 
This section collects information relevant to solving the design problem outlined in the introduction. It is 
organized in the following sections: customer information, technical information, existing products, and 
existing patents. 
2.1 Customer Research  
NIWC is an agency of the United States Navy and supports the military by researching and developing 
integrated solutions across all warfighting domains. This organization manages strategic locations in the 
Pacific including San Diego, Guam, and Japan [1]. 
We met in person with our point of contact, Kevin Merhoff, a current NIWC employee and Cal Poly 
Mechanical Engineering graduate, to gain a better understanding of the project’s deliverables [2]. We 
learned that the NIWC is searching for alternative design solutions since commercial buoys are usually created 
for bigger cables. Our sponsor will provide all materials needed for the project, and once we have a 
functional prototype, we can benchmark test our design at their facility in San Diego. 
2.2 Technical Research 
The technical background section first discusses the dynamics of the system and then examines relevant 
information about the oceanic environment our prototype will be deployed in. 
2.2.1 Background on System Dynamics 
Due to ocean conditions an unprotected deep-sea mooring or communications cable can be subjected to 
very high loads [3]. A visual representation of the bending stress distribution in a steel deep-sea mooring 
cable can be found in Figure 1. The graph shows the distribution of bending stress in a steel mooring cable. 
Notice the locations of the largest magnitudes are near the surface and towards the seabed. Therefore, the 
termination that sits on the floating platform sees by far the largest stresses. Even though our operating 
environment deviates from these conditions, it is close enough to help visualize what is happening. 
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Figure 1. The figure shows the relationship between elevation above the seafloor and bending stress 
in a steel mooring cable [3]. 
Because cable terminations are subjected to such large loads and are very expensive, a system of riser buoys 
are used to dampen the loads. The buoys are arranged in a variety of configurations, some of which are 
depicted in Figure 2. Placing the cable in these configurations creates a system that can be analyzed like a 
spring-mass-damper system. This helps to absorb loads caused by oceanic currents and waves [4]. The 
system can be tuned to specific ocean conditions by using different configurations of floats [5]. 
  
 
Figure 2. Selection of riser configuration is dependent of ocean conditions and cable parameters [6]. 
As a result of the dynamics involved there are two loading cases that we need to consider, shock and fatigue. 
A shock load could be caused by a large wave (large vertical motion at the surface), a subsurface ocean 
current, animal interference, or some combination of these or other factors. The second loading case, 
fatigue, has two main sources. They are random wave motion and vortex induced vibrations [3]. Random 
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wave fatigue is caused by the large up and down motion due to surface waves. Vortex induced vibration 
(VIV) is the vibration caused by flow separation and vortex shedding due to the profile of an object. VIV 
is evidently a very serious problem in deep-sea structures [7] because the vibration is caused by vortices 
emanating from the surface of an object. Blunter objects are emanating from flow separation over the 
surface of an object. Blunter objects are more susceptible to VIV than a more streamlined and 
hydrodynamic one would be. This is because hydrodynamic design helps to minimize flow separation over 
the surface of a submerged body and prevent vortices from forming as they have thinner profiles and more 
gradual transitions. This is limiting the effects of flow separation [8].  
2.2.2 Background on the Systems Environment 
Our system will be deployed at depths of 2000 feet in a saltwater body. Deep ocean water is a rather 
unfriendly environment that involves high hydrostatic pressures and corrosion.  
The operating depth of our buoy system is 2000 feet, the hydrostatic pressure at that depth is more than 60 
times the pressure due to the Earth’s atmosphere (5.98 MPa). Any structure and material we use needs to 
be able to withstand this pressure all while being noncorrosive [9].  
Materials used in marine environments need to be able to resist the corrosive properties of seawater. This 
greatly limits the type of material that we can use to specific composites, metals, and polymers. A common 
material that is used in applications of this nature is syntactic foam. Syntactic foam is a composite comprised 
of a resin matrix that has micro balloons injected into it. It is noncorrosive and has a crush pressure between 
6 and 10 MPa which will meet our design parameters. Unfortunately, its shear strength is a lot lower than 
that of modern structural material such as aluminum and steel [10]. 
2.3 Product Research  
Commercial buoys available on the market do not meet the design criteria for this project. Deep-water 
buoys meet depth and strength requirements, but their total buoyancy cannot be adjusted for various 
operating conditions. These products also have no mechanism to allow the buoy to move along the cable 
under maximum loading to prevent damage. Modular buoys do not stand up to extreme deep-water pressure 
and are often tailored towards pipelines, which exceed our diametral constraint. Other commercial products 
are too small to support heavy fiber optic cable. Table 1 summarizes product offerings from five different 
commercial companies and highlights several desirable product characteristics. 
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Table 1. Commercial Products Summary. 
Company Product Name Product Description Schematic 
DeepWater Buoyancy 
Inc. 
MiniMod™ 
Small Modular 
Buoy 
Versatile for lighter 
applications, synthetic straps 
are easy to handle and 
corrosion resistant [11]. 
 
Floatex Buoy Series  MMB-18 
Polyethylene foam requires 
minimal maintenance and is 
resistant to UV rays [12]. 
 
Evergreen Maritime Modular Subsea Buoy 
Resilient closed cell foam 
core, resistant polyurethane 
skin [13]. 
 
Trelleborg 
Standardized 
Buoyancy 
Module 
Custom buoyancy, 
decreases top tension loads, 
reduces lead and vessel 
installation time [14]. 
 
Sotra 
Modular 
Support Buoy 
234 
Specially tailored to 
customer size and buoyancy 
specifications [15]. 
 
DeepWater Buoyancy Inc. is the world’s largest producer of subsea buoyancy products for the 
oceanographic industry [11]. Their cable floats are designed to fit any size diameter and provides low drag 
distributed buoyancy for a variety of applications. These floats are not modular, so total buoyancy cannot 
be adjusted. Their modular and buoyancy floats are designed for larger diameter pipelines and are generally 
too bulky for lighter applications. 
Floatex is currently one of the leading companies in buoyancy and fendering for coastal and offshore marine 
products [12]. Unfortunately, their products are designed for large applications. However, the Polyethylene 
foam used in the manufacturing process is completely recyclable, has a high resistance to UV rays, and 
requires minimal maintenance.  
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Evergreen Maritime is a Chinese based manufacturer of solid polymer buoyancy products [13]. Evergreen 
offers cylindrical and square profile modular mooring buoys. Polyurethane paint is used to protect the 
surface of the buoy, and filament reinforcement is used create higher quality foam. Without filament 
reinforcement the outer Polyurethane is easy to separate from the inner foam. Advanced rotation molding 
is also used to create polyethylene skin which resists abrasion and marine erosion. 
Trelleborg is a world leader in engineered polymer solutions that seal, damp and protect critical applications 
in demanding environments [14]. Standardized Buoyancy Modules allows custom buoyancy to customer 
specification, decreased top tension loads, maintains riser configuration, reduces lead time, and reduces 
vessel installation time. This product line most closely fits our sponsor’s needs. 
Sotra is a Norwegian company that specializes in anchors and chains [15]. They have other product 
offerings including modular support buoys, but the total buoyancy and weight of the buoy considerably 
exceeds this project’s constraints at deep-water operating depth. 
2.4 Patent Research 
While conducting background research, we also found three patented ideas and that allowed us to learn 
about various design solutions that could be implemented in our design to meet our customer’s needs. We 
examined the promising attributes of each patent that can serve as a starting point for our concept ideation. 
A table of the three patents examined and a short summary of each can be found in Table 2. 
Table 2. Patent Research Summary. 
Patent Summary Picture 
Underwater 
Articulated Buoy 
 
#US 6030145 A [16] 
This buoy is made up of 
interconnected sections that 
can move relative to each 
other. This design helps to 
protect the cable bend radius 
and is modular. 
 
Underwater Buoy 
with Modular 
Members 
 
#US 8425156 B2 [17] 
This buoy uses a modular 
buoyant center hub that can 
house a variable number of 
tubular storage devices. 
 
Catenary Anchor Leg 
Buoy 
 
#US 6503112 B1 [18] 
This buoy is comprised of a 
steel frame and several 
attachable buoyancy modules. 
The buoy is meant to be 
deployed on the surface of the 
water and uses a swiveling 
cable to tie things down.  
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3 Objectives 
This section includes the problem statement for this design project, as well as a discussion of our selection 
criteria for our design. The finalized list of customer needs/wants, along with the engineering specifications 
chosen from them, is also organized here.  
3.1 Problem Statement 
Cable terminations are often the least reliable and most expensive components of a maritime system. These 
cables are suspended in water by a buoy to reduce wear at the terminations. The Naval Information Warfare 
Center requires a modular auxiliary float with tunable buoyancy that can be placed along such cable. Our 
system must be able to be deployed, adjusted, and retrieved quickly and easily. 
3.2 Boundary Diagram 
 
Figure 3. Boundary Diagram. 
In order to better understand the scope of this project, we created a boundary diagram (Figure 3). The 
diagram denotes where the boundaries of the project are and what external components will play key roles 
in the development of our design solution. The boundary diagram analyzes the modular buoy as two 
different systems: one showing only the buoy and its attachment to the cable, and the other showing the 
entire cable system. The buoys depicted here are shown as cylindrical disks fitted onto the cables, but other 
geometry will be considered for this design. The right half of the boundary diagram shows the buoy along 
with the entire cable system in a lazy wave configuration, while the left half shows a closer view of the 
same buoy attached to the cable. 
3.3 Summary of Needs and Wants 
Table 3. Needs and Wants. 
Needs Wants 
Easy to Deploy/Retrieve Ease of Manufacturing 
Modular (i.e. incremental buoyancy) Buoy Slips before Reaching Working Load 
Designed for Cable Constraints  
No Specialty Tools Required  
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Table 3 outlines some of the initial needs and wants for the project. This information was generated from 
our initial meeting with our sponsor. The items listed under “needs” should be view as requirements that 
must be meet. Whereas, items listed under “wants” are not strictly required but will be considered when 
designing our final product. 
3.4 Quality Function Deployment  
To focus and guide our design process, we created a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) which is included 
in Appendix A. Throughout the QFD process, we considered and compared all possible product features 
and requirements, and then organized them into wants/needs and specifications. The wants/needs here do 
not include specific units and dimensions but are instead used as design considerations. The engineering 
specifications, listed in both the QFD and Table 4, are specific benchmarks that we chose to compare and 
test our design against. The wants/needs were ranked by importance and were correlated to various 
engineering specifications. We then found existing products and patents to compare our potential product 
against, which helped us decide where in the design to put our focus on. 
3.5 Engineering Specifications 
The engineering specifications determined in the QFD were chosen from the customer wants/needs we 
found from our conversations with our sponsor and the background research we did on similar products.  
Table 4. Engineering Specifications. 
Spec. # Parameter Target Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Deployment/Retrieval 
Time 
5 min Minimize H T 
2 Incremental Buoyancy 25lbf ±10 lbf L T, A 
3 Cable Bend Radius 9 in Maximize M I, S 
4 Cable Diameter .47 in ±.03 in L T 
5 Slip Threshold 2700 lbf ±200 lbf H A, I 
6 Operation Depth 2000 fsw Maximize M T, A 
7 Buoy Weight 80 lbf Minimize L T, A 
8 Maximum Outside 
Diameter 
21 in Minimize L A, I 
9 Total Buoyancy 700 lbf ±350 lbf L A 
10 Lifespan 3 months Maximize H T, A, S 
11 Cost $5000 Minimize M A 
Table 3 lists all our engineering specifications, along with their risk of failure and our potential methods of 
testing them. The H, M, and L stand for high risk, medium risk, and low risk, respectively. The T, A, I, and 
S stand for Tests, Analysis, Inspection, and Similarity, respectively. An explanation of each parameter goes 
as follows: 
1. The deployment time of our buoy can only be accurately tested by field testing, this will require a 
significant amount of planning, and is therefore a high-risk parameter. This parameter is also one 
of the most important requirements for our project's success.  
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2. Incremental buoyancy is the buoyance force of an individual buoy and can be either calculated 
from equations or tested underwater. 
3. Maximum cable radius is going to be difficult to predict and test under working conditions, so 
inspecting the cable for wear is the only method of testing this parameter. 
4. The cable’s diameter will be a design parameter included in our initial design concept and will be 
verified by taking a measurement of the hole in which the cable will be located. 
5. The slip force threshold is the maximum pull the cable can withstand without breaking. Testing 
must either be done through calculation or through actual deployment of the buoy, and the difficulty 
of this procedure is why this specification is at a high risk. 
6. The maximum buoy depth won't be difficult to meet with most materials and can be tested either 
by hand or through computer simulation. 
7. The goal is to minimize the weight of each module and will be verified by using a scale. 
8. Maximum outside diameter of our buoy will be a design parameter in our initial computer aided 
model and therefore a low risk specification. 
9. Total buoyancy will likely be calculated from the incremental buoyancy force, but also must 
consider the modularity of our design. 
10. Total cost will be planned of and tested through building our product and can be calculated through 
careful bookkeeping. 
11. The lifespan of the buoy can be determined by testing the buoy over a limited amount of time, and 
then comparing it to how other buoys fair under the same time and conditions. Determining the 
exact lifespan will be difficult because of the uncertainty of our test and comparison, which is why 
this parameter is high risk. 
4 Concept Design 
This section is dedicated to our design conceptualization process and details our concept generation 
methods, our selected design direction, and an explanation of each design decision. The following content 
summarizes all intermediary work that helped drive our design process including ideation, decision-
matrices, preliminary analysis, and contingency plans based on safety risks. 
4.1 Concept Generation  
Our concept generation process consists of three main creative phases functional decomposition, 
SCAMPER ideation, and model conceptualization. We started our first ideation phase by brainstorming 
concepts through functional decomposition. Our next phase utilized the SCAMPER ideation method to help 
curb our inelastic thinking by narrowing our focus to an existing commercial product. Our final ideation 
method involved creating concept models based upon the two previous phases of ideation to help inspire 
new ideas. 
4.1.1 Functional Decomposition   
We began our first ideation phase by decomposing our problem statement into simple functions, and then 
generating as many ideas as possible that could address those functions.  An example of our idea generation 
process can be seen in Figure 4, which shows how we organized our ideas into their functions. 
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Figure 4. Post-it notes used to organize ideas by function. 
Results from this method are included in a written list of ideas found in Appendix B. Unrealistic or 
expensive ideas, such as electronic or inflation devices, were excluded from this list. During this portion of 
ideation, we thoroughly discussed how these ideas could be implemented or combined. However, 
miscommunication was a huge roadblock to these discussions, so we began specifying the terminology of 
our concepts: a “buoy” refers to several combined “modules” and adding or removing modules adjusts the 
buoyancy of the entire buoy. 
We also discussed how these independent functions could be integrated together to generate a fleshed-out 
concept. We also determined that some similar functions could utilize the same solutions. For example, 
several attachment concepts for module to module attachment could also be used between the cable and 
buoy. These discussions helped us generate new ideas and concepts for similar functions.  
4.1.2 SCAMPER Method 
After our initial phase of functional decomposition, we investigated an existing commercial modular buoy 
through the SCAMPER ideation method.  The SCAMPER method is a process that helps users create new 
ideas by questioning how existing designs can potentially be changed. SCAMPER is an acronym that stands 
for Substitute, Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to another use, Eliminate, and Reverse. We applied the 
SCAMPER method towards Trelleborg’s “Standardized Buoyancy Module” since this commercial product 
most closely aligns with our customer’s needs. Figure 5 corresponds to the main questions we formed for 
each word in the SCAMPER abbreviation. Some of these answers blossomed into additional ideas and 
concepts. These ideas were captured in Attachment B. 
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Figure 5. Trelleborg’s “Modular Buoyancy Module” SCAMPER ideation. 
4.1.3 Brain Sketching and Physical Ideation  
During ideation, we frequently used drawings and sketches to better explain our ideas to one another (see 
Appendix B), and we expanded upon these drawings in more detail depending on the complexity or 
importance of the idea. As we developed these sketches, we also began constructing several models of these 
concept from basic construction materials such as clay, foam, and cardboard. Examples of these concept 
models can be seen in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Physical Ideation Concepts. 
The selection of concepts above shows the variety of buoy shapes that we considered during our ideation. 
From these models we were able to get a feel for what shapes would be the easiest to manufacture along 
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with evaluating it against our other criteria. From this we determined that a simple geometric shape i.e. 
cylinders or rectangular prisms, would best suit our needs. 
4.2 Idea Selection 
Following the concept generation phase, our team developed a shortened list of ideas that could feasibly 
meet each of our desired functions. We then created a series of Pugh Matrices, found in Appendix C, for 
each of these critical functions. This helped us eliminate concepts, narrowing each function down to three 
practical design solutions. A concept selection table, or morphological table, was created to combine 
concepts from each individual function into three complete design solutions. From these top concepts, we 
developed a weighted decision matrix to determine which design solution would best meet our project 
requirements. 
4.2.1 Pugh Matrix 
At the conclusion of our ideation sessions, we created a series of color-coded Pugh Matrices for each critical 
function to select the best methods to satisfy these components along with one primary design characteristic. 
Table 5 is a Pugh Matrix of the module-to-module attachment. This table consists of the design criteria we 
compared each method against to determine the best options for this function. These criteria include 
deployment control, modularity, and cable attachment/detachment. The methods highlighted in green 
denote our top choices and are used as the basis of our concept selection table, found in Section 4.2.2, to 
create complete design solutions. 
Table 5. Module to Module Attachment Pugh Matrix. 
Module to Module Attachment 
Criteria Adhesive Strap Hose Clamp Interlocked Bolted Hook 
Deployment Control - 0 - + + + 
Modularity - 0 - + + 0 
Cable Attachment - - 0 0 + + 
Cable Detachment - + 0 + 0 0 
Sum + 0 1 0 3 3 2 
Sum - 4 1 2 0 0 0 
Net Sum -4 0 -2 3 3 2 
Rank 5 3 4 1 1 2 
Our top choices from this Pugh Matrix are based on the corresponding ranking system. The highest ranked 
options met more design criteria and the lowest ranked options, highlighted in red, were eliminated from 
further ideation. This process was repeated for the slip mechanism, cable attachment, and module shape. 
Please refer to Appendix C, for a complete list of these Pugh Matrices. 
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4.2.2 Morphological Table 
After creating Pugh Matrices, the best options for each critical function and one primary design 
characteristic were combined into our Concept Selection table, or Morphological Table 6. This table 
enabled us to create complete design solutions that would be evaluated in our weighted decision matrix.  
Table 6. Morphological Table. 
 
For instance, there are three preferred options to satisfy the cable attachment method, a two-piece collar, 
U-bolt, or hose clamp. As a result, a U-bolt can be chosen to satisfy the cable attachment function. After 
this choice is made, the slip mechanism function must be considered, and one of the corresponding three 
options listed must be chosen. This routine is then repeated for the shape and module-to-module attachment. 
Concluding this process, we arrived at six potential design solutions. 
4.2.3 Weighted Decision Matrix  
After generating complete system design solutions, we weighted our top six design concepts against the 
most critical customer requirements, meaning the customer needs that were deemed the most critical to our 
system design. These requirements are based on our QFD assessment that can be categorized into ease of 
deployment/retrieval, modular buoyancy, cable constraints, longevity, and manufacturing. The cable 
constraints category is comprised of both cable diameter and buoy adjustment along the cable, and the 
longevity category accounts for ocean operational conditions. The top two concepts generated from 
Weighted Decision Matrix, found in Appendix C, are conceptualized in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Top Two Design Concepts. 
Concept one has the highest ranking, as it was the most effective when evaluated against our engineering 
specifications. Overall concept one does a better job of protecting both the cable itself and the user who 
Function Cable Attachment Slip Mechanism Shape Module to Module Attachment
Option 1 Collar Sacrificial Bolt Cylinder Bolted
Option 2 U-bolt Strap Snapping Rectangular Prism Interlocked
Option 3 Hose Clamp Frame Failure Sphere Hooked
Option 4 Strap
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needs to deploy the buoy which are the most important things that our buoy needs to do. A detailed 
breakdown of how the design functions along with how it fulfills every engineering specifications listed in 
Table 4 can be found in Section 4.3. 
4.3 Final Concept 
 
Figure 8. Isometric view of CAD model. 
During our research and concept refinement phase, we determined that our buoy can be segmented into 
three critical functions and one characteristic. The critical functions are cable attachment method, module-
to-module attachment method, and slip mechanism.  
From research and investigating commercial products we decided to design our buoy module as two half-
disk sections that clamp around the cable. If the modules shown in Figure 8 were to be stacked, create an 
ever longer cylinder, we would meet the target incremental buoyancy (Table 4 Spec 2). The implementation 
of a cylinder in our design also decreases the drag on the buoy which imparts less load to the cable which 
is important as we are trying to protect it. This design is also scalable up to the maximum goal of 700 lbs. 
of buoyant force (Table 4 Spec 9).  Utilizing the Gurit S1200 syntactic foam recommended by the project 
sponsor for our buoyant material we would also meet our specifications for a deployment depth of 2000 
feet saltwater, as the foam was developed for those deployment conditions (Table 4 Spec 6). The material 
also has sufficiently low density to meet our buoyant force increments while staying within our total weight 
and outer diameter requirements (Table 4 Spec 7 and 8 respectively) [2]. 
The next thing that we determined was that a two-piece collar that bolts together to clamp onto the cable is 
the best method as it evenly distributes the compressive load. Using two standardized bolts will help to 
simplify deployment and the tuning of the system. This collar will be sized to the cable diameter (Table 4 
Spec 4) and compress the cable with an undetermined holding force. This collar would also have a 9-inch 
radius built into the inner edges of the collar to prevent a breaking edge that would damage the cable (Table 
4 Spec 3).  
The next function we needed to specify is the method of attaching the modules to each other so that we 
could increase or decrease the buoyancy for a specific buoy assembly.  
To attach the modules together some form of flexible and adjustable strap will be used. This minimizes the 
attachment points which allows the buoy to be easily scalable. Without testing we can’t determine if this 
design will pass the 5-minute deployment and retrieval targets but believe that because this method 
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minimizes the number of required tools and operations to manipulate the buoy that it should meet this 
requirement (Table 4 Spec 1).  
 
Figure 9. Strap failure methods. A) is a frame failure B) is a fastener failure. C) is an example of a 
mechanical failure. 
This strap will also fulfill the slip functionality, or the method by which the buoy breaks away from the 
cable before the cable’s working load is reached. This will be accomplished by designing the strap to break 
at a certain load or having some mechanical of physical failure in the straps closing and adjustment method 
(Table 4 Spec 5). Examples of this are a buckle becoming undone or a buckle breaking (See Figure 9 for 
examples). Because the strap needs to fail in some fashion at a specified load along while also being able 
to last for three months in a deep ocean water the specifics will require a lot more testing (Table 4 Spec 10) 
(see Section 5.2 for a preliminary testing plan). 
The remaining specifications outlined in Table 4 is the $5000 operating budget (Table 4 Spec 11). While 
the pictured geometry isn’t set up to minimize the use of the expensive syntactic foam, we are working on 
a configuration that would maximize the yield of a single sheet of foam and allow us to come in within our 
budget. The design shown was set up for our concept prototype seen in Figure 10. The model was optimized 
for an additive manufacturing process and its geometries do not accurately reflect that of the final buoy. 
 
Figure 10. Concept Prototype. 
Our concept prototype, shown in Figure 10, is a quarter scale model of our chosen protype design. The 
model was designed to demonstrate how each of our three main components will interact with each other. 
The collar will interface with the floatation module via a peg and be fixed into position by a strap that passes 
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through both. These half-disks can be stacked into a half-cylinder of desired size. The two half cylinder 
sections will bolt together by using the collar as an attachment point. 
4.4 Preliminary Analysis 
While there are still several things that we have yet to determine there are things that we are able to at least 
get rough idea of. They are approximate buoy size, the hydrostatic pressure on the buoy, and an approximate 
number of load cycles that we need to design for. The equations and results are detailed in this section but 
for a further breakdown of the methods used see the sample calculations in Appendix D.  
The first and most significant calculation we did was to find the relative size of our buoy. This was 
accomplished by setting buoyant force in equation 1 and solving for volume.  
 
 
𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏 =  𝑉𝑉𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏(𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 − 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓) (1) [8] 
Where Fb is the buoyant force, Vbuoy is the volume of the buoy, 𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 is the nominal density of saltwater and 
𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the density of our foam.  
We calculated that the buoy would need an approximate volume of 2 ft3 to 14 ft3, with the individual 
modules being approximately 0.5 ft3. Because this buoy is going to be deployed at depths approaching 2000 
feet, we need a material that can stand up to that pressure while also providing adequate buoyancy (Table 
4 Spec 2, 7, 9). The next thing that we considered was the hydrostatic pressure that our buoy would 
experience Equation 2 shows the method for finding the hydrostatic pressure at the operating depth of our 
buoy.   
 
𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂𝑔𝑔ℎ (2) [8] 
Where 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 is static pressure, 𝜌𝜌𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 is the nominal density of saltwater, 𝑔𝑔 is 32.174 ft/s
2, and ℎ is the depth 
of water in feet.  
The pressure at that depth is approximately 59.02 atmospheres. Because the pressure at 2000 feet is rather 
high, we can’t design the buoy to have any watertight cavities (Table 4 Spec 6). Finally, in order to design 
many of our components we need to know approximately how many loadings cycles the buoy will undergo.  
  # 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆 3 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀ℎ𝐶𝐶
𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑆𝑆𝑜𝑜 𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶 (3) 
Using this method, and information on wave periods from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration buoy database, tabulated in Appendix E, we determined that the buoy cable connection will 
undergo approximately 1,200,000 cycles [19]. This means that when we design the attachment straps, we 
need to design for a life of at least that many load cycles (Table 4 Spec 10). 
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5 Final Design 
This section details the final design of our verification prototype and includes analysis to justify many of 
our system’s design features. This section also discusses the cost analysis of our system, safety concerns, 
and maintenance considerations of the buoy. 
5.1 Design Proposed at CDR 
In this segment our proposed design at our critical design review is described. Additionally, the system is 
designed to be scalable to an upper limit of 700 pounds of buoyant force, but all renderings included are 
for 100 lbs. buoyant system. As a result, the system pictured in Figure 11 is composed of one top module 
assembly, two inner module assemblies, one bottom module assembly, and two collar assemblies. 
 
Figure 11. Proposed Buoy Assembly. 
The collar assembly will serve as our method of attaching the modules to the cable. The collar is designed 
to clamp onto the cable with a compressive force large enough to meet our working conditions, see Section 
5.3.2 how this was determined. The two-piece collar contains features that will allow a strap to run through 
the top of each collar and are made of 316 stainless-steel, see Figure 12. The collar also contains an inner 
fillet to protect the fiber optic cable from breaking on a sharp corner. The stainless-steel bolts featured were 
selected to require no specialty tools and to be able to quickly remove the collar from the cable to minimize 
deployment time. Furthermore, the collar is also designed to have holes that will allow locating pins to be 
placed to help the operator more quickly assembly the system. These PVC pins, item 3, will be permanently 
adhered to the top and bottom module assembly and will be a loose fit onto the collar. These pins are 
designed solely for the purpose of being used to position the system and are not designed to be load bearing. 
 
Figure 12. Proposed Collar Assembly. 
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The module assemblies provide the actual flotation of our system and is sized based on preliminary 
calculations found in Section 4.4. As seen in Figure 13, our system is composed of three variations of the 
module assembly. Each assembly contains six half disks, four alignment rods, and two inner alignment 
pins. The alignment rods allow the user to easily stack multiple module assemblies together and will also 
help better adhere each individual disk to each other by being press fitted into each disk. These alignment 
rods will be made of PVC pipe and coated in epoxy to provide additional protection from oceanic life. The 
inner alignment pins serve a similar purpose by providing a means to align multiple half-modules (or half-
module assemblies) together and are also made of PVC.  
 
Figure 13. Top, Inner, and Bottom Module Assemblies. 
Each module assembly has distinct features based on where they are located with respect to the fiber optic 
cable. The top and bottom module have identical parts and only vary in how the parts will be oriented, as 
discussed in Section 6.4.Each of the disks have an inner radius of 1.5 inches, or 3-inch diameter, so that the 
collar may fit inside the module. The outer most disk of each assembly contain an outer fillet to protect the 
cable from sharp corners and holes for the alignment pins that go into the collar. The middle disk of the 
assembly also has holes for the inner alignment pins between each half-module assembly. The inner 
alignment module has a smaller inner radius for the cable, since there is only collar in the outer most module 
assemblies. All the disks will be made of Gurit syntactic foam as it has low density to meet our buoyant 
force increments while staying within our total weight and outer diameter requirements.  
Lastly, the strap will be made of polyester webbing and will ran through the slot located on each collar and 
be permanently sewed on. The strap will have a ratchet buckle so that users can easily scale the system and 
ensure the modules are securely fastened to the cable via the collar. For more detail on how we justified 
our design decision please refer to Section 5.2.  
5.2 Finalized Design  
The following section details our modified design of our modular buoy as seen in Figure 14. The system 
still consists of one top module assembly, inner module assemblies, one bottom module assembly, and two 
collar assemblies. 
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Figure 14. Final Buoy Assembly. 
The collar was redesigned to simplify the manufacturing process and reduce fabrication cost. The collar 
now has a threaded hole on the top surface to allow for a stainless-steel webbing plate and bolt to securely 
attach. The plate is a commercial off the shelf (COTS) part with a slot to sew webbing onto the plate as a 
permanent anchor point. Each half collar was also modified to be identical and now made of Delrin to 
further reduce cost. Additionally, the collar profile was changed to a rectangular prism to eliminate the 
possibility of rotation around the cable and eliminate the need for alignment pins.  
 
 
Figure 15. Final Collar Assembly. 
As seen in Figure 15, our module assemblies were also modified to reduce the number of parts. Each 
assembly now only contains six half disks and four alignment rods. The alignment pins were eliminated 
and replaced by mating features. The disk profile of the top and bottom assembly was also updated to fit 
for a square collar instead of a circular one. For more detail on how we justified our design decision please 
refer to Section 5.3.  
5.3 Design Justification 
This section outlines the analysis and research undertaken to justify our design decisions. The engineering 
specifications the buoy is designed for is listed first. We then explain how our design is able to meet the 
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specifications in Table 7 by discussing the dimensioning and material selection of the collar, the bolts 
required to attach the collar, and our reasoning for selecting the module-collar strap. Refer to Section 4.4 
to review the analysis that determined the size of the module itself. 
5.3.1 Engineering Specifications 
This section serves as a recap for the specification table originally shown in Section 3.5. We will be 
referencing this table when going through the design analysis that was conducted. 
Table 7. Simplified Engineering Specifications. 
Spec. # Parameter Target 
1 Deployment/Retrieval Time 5 minutes 
2 Incremental Buoyancy 25lbf 
3 Cable Bend Radius 9 inches 
4 Cable Diameter .47 inches 
5 Slip Threshold 2700 lbf 
6 Operation Depth 2000 feet of saltwater 
7 Buoy Weight 80 lbf 
8 Maximum Outside Diameter 21 inches 
9 Total Buoyancy 700 lbf 
10 Lifespan 3 months 
11 Cost $5000 
5.3.2 Collar 
To effectively design the collar, we first need to determine the required attachment hold force. Because we 
are using a compressive force on two cylindrical objects that have some amount of mechanical interference, 
we modeled the interaction between the collar and cable as a press fit. For more detail on the methods used 
to obtain these results, the EES code used can be found in Appendix F. The first step in determining the 
sizing of the collar was to find an approximate load on it. Since we are unable to perform dynamic analysis, 
we conducted static analysis using the free body shown in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Free body of buoy. 
From this free body we can determine that the only forces acting along the length of the cable are the collar 
forces and the buoyant force. From there we will assume that one of the collars will see a much higher 
percentage of the load. To be safe it was assumed that 70% of the total buoyant force of a 700 lb. buoy 
would need to be supported by one collar. So, the required attachment hold force of one collar needs to 
exceed 500 lbs. not including any safety factor we decide to implement.  
To size the collar, we need a model for the interaction between the cable and the collar. For this we used a 
press fit model described in Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design [20]. The model provides the contact 
pressure between the collar and cable along with the stress in the jacket of the cable. See Figure 17 and 
equations 5 and 6 for a diagram of the model and the equations involved. 
 
Figure 17. Schematic of model of forces in the collar and cable. 
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𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆 = −𝑝𝑝𝑅𝑅2 + 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆2𝑅𝑅2 − 𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆2 (6) [21] 
In equation 5, p is the contact pressure between the collar and the cable, the “i” subscript refers to the inner 
material (the cables jacket), and the “o” subscript refers to the outer material (the stainless-steel collar). 
Equation 6 shows how the stress in the collar due to the contact pressure can be determined analytically. 
To avoid permanently deforming the polyurethane jacket we need a σi less than the 9.8 ksi yield stress of 
the polyurethane cable jacket [21]. Our project sponsor recommended that using permanent deformations 
in the cable jacket will be make it easier to determine if the cable is broken as opposed the expensive and 
specialized equipment needed to officially test the cable. The justification being that if the cable jacket 
permanently deforms, the fiber optic lines will be crushed. Using this method, we found that the maximum 
interference in the cable we can have and not exceed the yield stress of the jacket is 0.059 inches. If we 
decrease this displacement down to 40 thousandths of an inch, we achieve a contact pressure of 1000 psi. 
Assuming that the collar is 2 inches long this creates a total friction force of 1890 lb. This attachment hold 
force has a safety factor of around 3 when compared to the required pressure for this gives a safety factor 
of around 2 which is reasonable given the relatively constant nature of a friction fit of the load case, and 
the desire to limit the amount of steel used in the design to minimize the weight of the buoy. Minimizing 
the nonbuoyant mass in our design improves net buoyancy (Table 7 Spec 2) and makes our design safer by 
decreasing our target weight (Table 7 Spec 7). However, we are choosing to use a 2-inch collar because we 
are unable to effectively analyze the existence of stress concentrations at the collars edge and the need for 
space on the collar itself to add the necessary features. This results in a friction fit safety factor of around 
10, which we feel is justified due to the nature of its relatively unknown dynamic load conditions. Because 
manufacturing the tolerances required to protect the cable would be needlessly expensive, another method 
of regulating the attachment hold force is desirable. This would involve setting torque limits on the tool 
used to attach the collar to the cable. A torque wrench with a limiter would ensure that the operator does 
not over tighten the bolts and crush the cable. To safely use a threaded fastener to attach the collar halves 
together, we need to a bolt with a recommended preload equal to the half of the attachment hold force 
required for one collar. The reasoning behind this is the need to hold the two collar pieces together and 
clamp them down around the cable.  
𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆 = 0.75𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝 (7) [21] 
𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑆𝑆 =  𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆 (8) [21] 
Equation 7 shown is used to determine the recommended preload for a bolt. Sp is the proof strength 
determined using the bolts properties provided by McMaster Car. At is determined using the size of the bolt 
and its thread count. A list of the areas, At, for various bolt sizes can be found in Appendix G. Equation 8 
shows the calculation of the stress in the bolt.  Using equations 7 and 8 we determined that a 3/8” bolt made 
from 316 stainless steel was ideal because of its strength and superior corrosion resistance. 
𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆 = 𝐾𝐾𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (9) [21] 
Where pre-torque is Ti, K is a constant depending on material and surface finish (for untreated stainless 
steel we will use 0.2), Fi is preload, and d is the screw diameter of the bolt  (for a 3/8” course threaded bolt 
this is 0.3125”).  From this we found the required pre-torque to be 118.1 in-lb., well within the capacity of 
most torque wrenches.  
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5.3.3 Strap and Buckle 
The strap and buckle system were implemented to make deployment and retrieval easier. The webbing that 
we chose for the strap is a one-inch thick polyester webbing. Polyester does not absorb water and is moisture 
and microbial resistant. It is also inexpensive when compared to other materials such as aramid. This means 
that it can last the entire three-month deployment cycle. The webbing is rated for a working load of 1,200 
lbs. When we account for the fact that there are two straps used in the system, we get a load limit of about 
2400 lbs. This is lower than the working load of the cable. For the buckles, we decided to use a 316 stainless 
steel ratchet buckle that has a working load of about 350 lbs. We chose this type of buckle because it is 
easy to adjust and will more securely hold the strap. This means that when we can test the deployment time, 
we are more likely to be under the specified five-minute deployment or adjustment time (Table 7 Spec 1). 
Our primary concern with this method of securing the modules to the system is the potential failure for the 
system to break off prior to reaching the sub 3000 lbf slip threshold (Table 7 Spec 5). We believe that some 
of the other features, such as the alignment rods, will take some of the system’s load resulting in a smaller 
force translated to the strap. Unfortunately, there is no accurate way to theoretically analyze how the system 
will act under the deployment conditions. Because of this we are unable to effectively design a slip system 
that will break away from the cable before reaching its’ working load of 3000 lbs. without repeated full 
scale operational testing (Table 7 Spec 5). 
5.3.4 Finite Element Analysis 
After determining the collar’s loading, we wanted to determine if the collar’s geometry would be able to 
withstand the forces on it. The original intention was to manufacture the collar out of 316-stainless steel, 
so a finite element analysis was conducted to ensure that the part’s geometry would be able to withstand 
the forces in use. To conduct this the FEA model shown in Figure 18 was developed using the research and 
analysis outlined in earlier sections and the EES code found in Appendix F. 
  
 
Figure 18. The FEA model used for our first attempt with convergence points labeled. 
The orange arrows show the location and direction in which the part is fixed. In this case the part is fixed 
in all directions along the threaded holes. After developing a model, a convergence study was performed to 
determine the quality of the data. This study only tested for convergence and not for accuracy as we could 
not preform hand calculations on the model. The point of the convergence study is to refine the simulation’s 
mesh until there are little to no changes in the results. This improves the quality of the results, as it eliminates 
the mesh as a source of error. To perform the study, one plots the results at critical points (in our case the 
points indicated by arrows) case the points are areas of stress concentrations, against degrees of freedom 
(DOF). Refining the mesh increases the DOF of the simulation so it is possible to plot refinement versus 
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results. This resulted in the data found in Table 8. This data was then plotted as shown in Figure 19, to 
better observe trends. 
Table 8. This table collects the convergence data for our preliminary FEA model. 
DOF   Stress at Pt1 (psi) Stress at Pt2 (psi)   Displacement (in)  
155979  987  2964  2.21E-04  
192527  1036  2970  2.20E-04  
251451  1054  2979  2.20E-04  
 
 
Figure 19. Convergence data for Point 2 in preliminary FEA.  
From the results we can see that the stress at Point 2 does not converge, meaning that the stress seen 
continues to increase with DOF. This location has the highest stress, so it is important that we find and use 
accurate results; however, we are unable to improve the results due to computer limitations. The stress 
distribution of this first attempt at FEA can be seen in Figure 20. This result lead us to believe that 316-
stainless steel would make an effective collar material. 
 
  
Figure 20. Stress distribution of the half-collar. 
It was at this point in analyzing the system that Delrin plastic was recommended as a possible alternative 
to stainless steel. This is because Delrin is cheaper and easier to machine and is also corrosion and agal 
resistant making it a good candidate for marine applications. However, to move forward in the analysis we 
needed to modify the FEA model in such a way that would allow us to increase the quality of the mesh at 
critical areas. To do this, half of the “half-collar part” was modeled resulting in the model seen in Figure 
21. The decrease in total volume and stress concentrations means that relative mesh sizing can be decreased 
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without dramatically affecting the number of variables in the equation. The reasoning behind this being that 
the stress distribution we see in Figure 20 appears to be symmetrical about a central plane.   
 
Figure 21. The new FEA model. 
The model is fixtured the same way that it was before with the exception that the right most face is fixed in 
the Y direction. After creating this model, a test simulation was conducted to see if the stress distributions 
were like the previous simulation, the results are shown in Figure 22. 
 
 
Figure 22. Simulation for the von Mises Stress distribution in the quarter collar model.  
It was determined that the simulations were similar enough to move forward with a convergence study 
using a stainless-steel collar piece.  Stainless steel was used for the convergence study because it allowed 
us to compare it to the older FEA results which were only done for a stainless collar. The goal was to find 
difference between refinements of less than 3%, this process resulted in the meshes shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. a) The convergent mesh with Pt. 1 labeled. b) The convergent mesh with Pt. 2 labeled. 
The pictured mesh was the result of the previously mentioned convergence study. The results of which are 
outlined in Table 9.  
Table 9. This table shows the results of the convergence study. 
DOF U max [Pt1] (in) von Mises  
Stress [Pt2] (psia) %Difference 
11799 5.730E-05 2.747E+03 0 
12339 5.110E-05 2.848E+03 3.68 
15858 4.590E-05 2.886E+03 1.33 
25068 4.158E-05 2.890E+03 0.14 
35430 4.16E-05 2.895E+03 0.17 
To better visualize the results and observe the convergence, we plotted the data. The plots are in 
Figure 24. It is important to note that both plots approach an asymptote.  
 
Figure 24. Plots of convergence Data. 
From the convergence plots in Figure 25 one can see that convergence occurred, leading to the conclusion 
that this is analysis has been completed to the best of our ability. After performing the convergence study, 
a final simulation was conducted to compare the performance of Delrin and 316-stainless steel. 
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Figure 25. The von Mises Stress distribution in the quarter collar, for steel (a) and Delrin (B). 
From there the simulation was run using the material properties of Delrin, providing us with the data 
summarized by Table 10. As seen in the results table the Delrin plastic is well within its ultimate yield 
strength and only has a 600 psi higher stress than that of the stainless steel. From this study and our EES 
code (Appendix F) we conclude that Delrin would be a viable choice of material for our collar.  
Table 10. Tabulated results of the FEA materials analysis. 
Material U max [Pt1] (in) von Mises Stress [Pt2] (psi) Strength (psi) 
316 - SS 4.16E-05 2.89E+03 4.21E+04 
Delrin 5.52E-05 2.93E+03 9.00E+03 
5.4 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations 
After reviewing our system for potential design hazardous, the team determined there were several potential 
risks in both manufacturing and deploying our buoy. Since we are responsible for constructing and testing 
our own prototype, many of risks will also apply to our team. We plan to minimize hazards associated with 
our module material by having our sponsor waterjet the material. This mitigates our concern of breathing 
in the abrasive dust that the material produces when cut. We are also not preforming a full-scale operational 
test of our buoy so we will not need to deploy the system on the deck of a ship. To further minimize the 
risk for the operator, we are designed the buoy to take minimal time and effort to deploy and retrieve. This 
will decrease the risk involved with weights attached to underwater cables moving around on the deck of a 
ship. These two issues pose the biggest hazards to the team and the project. For a more detailed list of the 
possible hazards and how we plan to minimize risk see Appendix H. 
To ensure our device is safe and reduce the amount of potential points of failure, our team conducted a 
failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA). By conducting an FMEA we were able to determine the most 
likely and severe failures in our system and develop plans to mitigate these failures from occurring.  
The potential failure modes with the highest risk priority number, or RPN, were our team’s priority in 
developing actions to reduce the occurrence of each failure mode or increase the ability to detect that 
respective failure. Many of system’s failure modes can be reduced or mitigated by developing a user manual 
that contains all information necessary to safely operate the system. A more detailed list of potential failure 
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modes and their respective preventive measures can be found in Appendix I. Refer to Appendix J for the 
user manual that will be included so that risk associated with the buoy can be mitigated. Appendix J includes 
a user manual, this will minimize the risk of using our designed prototype by describing its proper use.  
Our system is designed to last for at least three months in the ocean during deployment without any 
maintenance. If the system requires any repairs, it will need to be retrieved and repaired prior to 
redeployment. 
5.5 Cost Analysis 
The costs associated with our design choices were an important factor in our design process. We chose 
materials and components that were not too expensive to minimize our overall budget. The cost of these 
materials and components have been compiled and totaled in Table 11. These components and 
corresponding purchases are found in the Project Cost in Appendix K. 
Table 11. System Cost Breakdown. 
Components: Purchases: Est. Cost: 
Modules Foam Sheets + PVC Alignment Pipes $7200 
Collars Delrin Components + PVC Pins $20 
Straps Polyester Webbing/Thread + Buckles $140 
Epoxy Marine-Grade Epoxy Resin $80 
Total Estimated Tax: $60 
Total Estimated Cost: $7500 
6 Manufacturing Plan 
This section outlines the procurement, manufacture, and assembly of a modular auxiliary float verification 
prototype. The procurement of all materials needed to construct this prototype were to be handled by the 
NIWC and all manufacturing and assembly processes were planned to occur on campus or at the NIWC’s 
in-house machine shop. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 the procurement, manufacture, and assembly of 
the verification prototype was interrupted and will not be completed. The CAD (Computer Aided Design) 
drawing package found in Appendix L needs to be referenced in tandem with the following manufacturing 
processes and assembly sections. 
6.1 Procurement 
The NIWC planned on handling the procurement of all materials needed for our verification prototype. The 
associated cost of all these purchases can be found in the project budget in Appendix K. Most materials 
were planned to be purchased from McMaster-Carr, Home Depot, or Amazon to make the procurement 
process easier for our sponsor and to minimize cost. The syntactic foam for the modules and marine grade 
epoxy resin are the only items that were to be procured by specialty vendors.  
6.2 Manufacturing Estimates 
Our manufacturing plan includes machine and tool selection, along with conservative fabrication time 
estimates to create a 700 lbf buoyant system. Additionally, there are a few minor manufacturing processes 
that need to occur to permanently sew the strap onto each collar and ratchet tie-down. Table 12 describes 
each custom part of the buoy and estimated manufacture time. 
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Table 12. 700 lbf System Manufacturing Time Estimates. 
Part 
Number(s) QTY Description Material Time Estimate 
300-004 112 Alignment Rod 1” Diameter PVC Pipe 50 hours 
300-002 4 Half Collar 1-1/2” Thick Rectangular Delrin 50 hours 
300-005-01 4 Inner Disk-1 Gurit 4 hours 
300-005-02 160 Inner Disk-2 Gurit 160 hours 
300-005-03 4 Outer Disk Gurit 4 hours 
300-001 4 Strap Polyester Webbing 5 hours 
6.3 Manufacturing Process 
This section includes a step-by-step process on how each custom part should be manufactured. Each part 
respective drawing should be referenced for specified dimensions in tandem to this information. Detailed 
part drawings are included in Appendix L. Each sub-assembly is comprised of these manufactured 
components, refer to Section 6.4 for the construction of each sub-assembly. 
Alignment Rod – (Part # 300-004) 
1. Cut PVC pipe with miter saw into 3-inch long segment. 
2. Repeat step 1 until 112 segments are made. 
3. If necessary, deburr alignment rods using a disk sander. 
Outer Disk – (Part # 300-005-03) 
1. Waterjet foam sheets into individual half-disk module layers. 
a. First, waterjet 1.32-inch diameter alignment rod thru holes into the foam sheets. 
b. Then, waterjet out each half-disk profile. 
c. Repeat steps 1a and 1b until four outer half-disk module layers are made. 
Inner Disks – (Part # 300-005-01, 300-005-02) 
1. Waterjet foam sheets into individual half-disk module layers. 
a. First, waterjet 1.32-inch diameter alignment rod thru holes into the foam sheets. 
b. Then, waterjet out each half-disk profile 
c. Repeat steps 1a and 1b until 164 inner half-disk module layers are made. 
Half Collar – (Part # 300-002) 
1. Cut stock material to a width of two inches using a table saw. 
2. Cut stock material to a length of three inches using a miter saw. 
3. Use a 1/2-inch ball nose end mill to create a 0.235-inch groove. 
4. Use a 1/4-inch round over router bit to create 1/4-inch fillet. 
5. Use a 5/16-inch drill bit to create 1-inch blind hole for each webbing tab bolt. 
6. Use a 3/8-16 UNC tap to create threads needed for each webbing tab bolt. 
7. Use a 5/16-inch drill bit to create thru hole for head side of socket head cap screw. 
8. Use a 17/32-inch drill bit to create 0.312-inch deep counterbore hole for head side of socket 
head cap screw. 
9. Use a Letter F drill bit (0.257-inch) to create thru hole for thread side of socket head cap screw. 
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10. Use a 5/16-18 UNC tap to create threads for socket head cap screw. 
11. Repeat steps 1 through 10 to make a collar set. 
Strap – (Part # 300-001) 
1. Cut polyester webbing to a length of 100-inches. 
2. Repeat step 1 four times to create four straps. 
3. Sew strap onto a corresponding webbing tab. 
4. Sew strap onto each corresponding ratchet tie-down. 
6.4 Assembly 
The modular auxiliary float is compartmentalized into four sub-assemblies: top module, inner module, 
collar, and bottom module assemblies. This section includes a step-by-step process of how our 
manufactured disks should be integrated into the top module sub-assembly. Since the assembly of each 
module type is similar in nature, the other inner and bottom module assemblies have been omitted from this 
section. The collar assembly process is included in the operator’s manual in Appendix J. Appendix L 
contains a complete set of assembly drawings and needs to be referenced along with the information in this 
section. 
Top Module Sub-Assembly – (Part # 200-001) 
1. Apply a thin layer of marine grade epoxy resin in-between each disk to adhere foam layers 
together. 
 
Figure 26. Adhere Top Module Disks Together with Marine Grade Epoxy Resin. 
2. Wait at least 30 minutes for the epoxy resin to cure. 
3. Apply small amount of epoxy resin to half the length of one alignment rod (Part # 300-004). 
4. Use a manual press to press fit the alignment rod into a corresponding alignment rod hole to a 
depth of 1-1/2-inches. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all four alignment rods are adhered to the top module. 
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Figure 27. Press Fit Alignment Rods into Top Module Disks. 
6. Wait at least 24 hours for the epoxy resin to cure. 
7. Apply a thin protective coating of no more than 1/32-inch to the entire surface of the top module 
to prevent indentation. 
8. Wait at least 30 minutes for the epoxy resin to cure. 
9. After completing step 8, the top module is assembled and ready for operational use. 
 
Figure 28. Top Module Assembled for Operational Use. 
7 Design Verification 
This section outlines the testing methods that could be used to verify our design. First, we will discuss 
module testing, then the cable and collar, and finally conclude with discussion of the testing that we were 
able to complete before the project was interrupted by COVID-19. For more details on the specific 
procedures see Appendix M for our testing plans.  
7.1 Module Testing 
The purpose of the first set of testing would be to verify the design of our floatation component. The test 
that we were able to start was the saltwater submersion test. The idea was to submerge sections of foam in 
salt water for approximately 3 months to determine if sections laminated with marine epoxy would come 
apart after long term exposure (Table 4 Spec 10).  
Further module testing should involve finding the actual incremental buoyancy of our modules. For this 
test measurements of the buoyant force of the buoy in different numbered module configurations would 
determine how close to the target of 25 lbs. of incremental buoyancy the device is. This test will also aid 
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anyone who plans on using the buoy to design their cable riser system so that it is effectively dampened 
(Table 4 Spec 2).  
7.2 Cable and Collar Testing 
There are two test that could be performed on the cable and collar. The first test we recommend on the 
collar and cable is to find the cable’s crush load to verify that the specified bolt torque is not going to 
damage the cable (Table 4 Spec 3). The entire purpose of the design is to protect the cable so damaging it 
in the process of deploying the buoy is to be avoided. The second test that should be run is one that verifies 
the attachment hold force of the collar (Table 4 Spec 4 and 5). Placing a collar and cable test rig into a load 
frame and measuring the failure load would verify that the collar does not separate from the cable under its 
maximum load. Preforming this test multiple times would give an indication of how the system behaves in 
fatigue.  
7.3 System Test, Results, and Conclusions 
Before the scope of the project was scaled back after health and safety concerns became apparent, we started 
the foam submersion test. While the test was not able to run the full three months that we planned there are 
several things that we learned from the test. The first thing that we learned, was that there was a lot more 
algal growth than what we were expecting. The results of this test, which can be seen in Figure 29, make 
us reconsider the requirement for antibiological coating.   
 
Figure 29. a) show the before and b) shows the after of an 8-week saltwater submersion test.  
8 Project Management 
Overall, we accomplished the majority of what we set out to do in this design project. Unfortunately, we 
could not finish everything we intended to in our CDR due to the situation created by the COVID-19 
pandemic interfering with any work we planned to do during the spring quarter. Instead, we restructured 
our design project to focus on completion of any documentation and drawing packages. From there, other 
engineers can review our design and complete any testing and revisions necessary. A comprehensive 
timeline of our work can be found in a Gantt Chart in Appendix N. 
9 Conclusion and Recommendations  
Over a period of 30 weeks, our team made significant progress in the development of a modular buoy and 
given the time and resources available to us we feel that our project was successful. During those 30 weeks 
we determined the dimensions and specifications of a buoy that we believe will effectively meet many of 
the specifications set by our project sponsor. Although we could not complete a verification prototype, we 
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were able to make significant progress in analyzing the system and providing documentation necessary to 
recreate our design. Furthermore, the testing we were able to conduct verified the need to include 
antibiological coating to protect from the material from deteriorating.  
Since the scope of work was limited due to Covid-19, if the project were to be further developed, we would 
recommend developing a method to maintain a 9-inch cable bend radius. This would likely require major 
design changes to the collar and changes to the outer disk profile. By meeting this specification, the buoy 
would be designed to protect the cable from damage due bending. Furthermore, since testing was not able 
to be conducted, we would suggest building a prototype and completing the testing specified in the design 
verification section. Lastly, we recommend looking into a different lamination method or exterior coating 
on the buoy assembly to further algal growth. While the scope of this project had to be dramatically reduced, 
we were glad to be able to develop a strong foundation for further development and research. 
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Appendix B – Ideation 
Initial Ideas 
• Cable-Buoy Attachment (including Modules)
o Velcro
o Surface Buoy w/ rope + attachment
o Adhesive attachment to cable
o Geometry clamp w/o strong grip
o Carabiner
o Hook attachments
o Interference fit w/ heated expansion fitting
o Compression attachment between modules
o Tie Down (Plate Form)
o Tie Knot
o Interlocking Modules
o Modular
o Sleeve attachment
o Thru-Hole attachment
o Roller
o Frame for Modular Attachment
o Standard Parts (bolt, nut, etc.)
o Minimize connection points
o Similar to shaft collar attachment
o U bolt
o Clamp mechanism
o Vice clamp
o Rubber sleeve with magnets
o Elastics
• Cable/Buoy Protection (including Drag)
o Breakable Attachment
o Telescoping Buoy/Cover
o Articulated buoy between modules
o Interlocking Modules
o Non-Corrosive
o Mechanical Dampening (?)
o Tear Drop
o Stacking cross sections
o Protective sleeve
o Cable carriers B fittings (?)
o Hydrodynamic
• Buoy Slip
o Long buoy w/ more surface contact
o Clamp that breaks @ certain pressure
• Buoyancy Control (Weight/Volume Control)
o Create lift
o Quantity
o Ballast Tanks
o Steel Weights
o Halloween Fill (?)
o Hallow Shell w/removable cores
• Deployment/Retrieval
o Hand holds for deployment/retrieval
o Small enough to fit inside car
o Light
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Additional Concepts 
Appendix C – Decision Matrices
Pugh Matrixes 
Criteria Frame Failure Friction Slip Strap Snapping Velcro Magnetic Attachment Sacrificial Bolt Adhesive
Cable Attachment + - + - 0 + 0
Cable Detachment + - + - - + -
Sum + 2 0 2 0 0 2 0
Sum - 0 2 0 2 1 0 1
Net Sum 2 -2 2 -2 -1 2 -1
Rank 1 3 1 3 2 1 2
Criteria U-bolt Adhesive Strap Hose Clamp Interlocked Collar Hook
Deployment Control + - + 0 - 0 -
Cable Attachment 0 - - + - + 0
Cable Detachment + - - 0 + + -
Sum + 2 0 1 1 1 2 0
Sum - 0 3 2 0 2 0 2
Net Sum 2 -3 -1 1 -1 2 -2
Rank 1 5 3 2 3 1 4
Slip Mechanism
Cable Attachment
Criteria Adhesive Strap Hose Clamp Interlocked Bolted Hook
Deployment Control - 0 - + + +
Modularity - 0 - + + 0
Cable Attachment - - 0 0 + +
Cable Detachment - + 0 + 0 0
Sum + 0 1 0 3 3 2
Sum - 4 1 2 0 0 0
Net Sum -4 0 -2 3 3 2
Rank 5 3 4 1 1 2
Module to Module Attachment
Page C- 1
Weighted Decision Matrix 
Criteria Cylinder Rectangular Prism Sphere Wing Tear Drop Egg/Football
Drag + 0 + + 0 +
Modularity + + - - 0 -
Cable Attachment + + - - - -
Cable Detachment + + + - 0 +
Sum + 4 3 2 1 0 2
Sum - 0 0 2 3 1 2
Net Sum 4 3 0 -2 -1 0
Rank 1 2 3 5 4 3
Shape
Concepts Ease of Deployment Modular Buoyancy Cable Constraints Longevity Manufacturing Total
1 4 4 3 4 3 63
2 4 3 4 3 4 60
3 4 2 3 3 5 56
4 3 1 2 4 1 43
5 2 3 4 4 3 55
6 3 4 3 2 3 49
Weight: 4 3 3 5 2 -
Concepts Cable Attachment Slip Mechanism Shape Module to Module Attachment
1 Collar Strap Cylinder Strap
2 U-Bolt Sacraficial Bolt Rectangular Prism Bolted
3 Collar Sacraficial Bolt Rectangular Prism Bolted
4 Hose Clamp Frame Failure Sphere Hooked
5 Hose Clamp Frame Failure Cylinder Strap
6 Collar Sacraficial Bolt Rectangular Prism Hooked
Page C - 2
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Appendix E - NOAA Buoy Data 
Wave Data from Various Locations [19] 
Buoy 
Number Location 
Significant Wave 
Height (ft) 
Average Wave Period 
(s) 
46059 357 NM West of San Francisco 4.6 6.0 
41044 330 NM NE of St. Martin 6.6 5.9 
46035 310 NM N of Adak, Alaska 13.1 7.4 
4109 300 NM SSE of Bermuda 5.9 6.7 
46011 21 NM NW of Pt Arguello 3.0 4.6 
Average: 6.6 6.1 
 1:  "Buoy Oriented Vertically" 
 2:   
 3:  "Material Properties"
 4:  E_jacket=18275 [psia] "Young's Modulus of the Cable Jacket (1)"
 5:  E_steel=24000000 [psia] "Young's Modulus for 316 Stainless Steel (1)"
 6:  gamma_steel=0.31 "Poisson's Ratio for Steel (1)"
 7:  gamma_jack=.25 "Poisson's Ratio for Cable Jacket (1)"
 8:  sigma_yield= 5000 [psia] "Yield Strength of Cable Jacket (1)"
 9:  sigma_steel=42100 [psia] "Yield Strength of 316 Stainless (1)" 
 10:   
 11:  "Impact Grade Unreinforced Acetal/Delrin (1)"
 12:  E_del=468000[psia] "Young's Modulus (1)"
 13:  gamma_del=0 "Unavailible (1)"
 14:  sigma_del=9717 [psia] "Ultimate Strength (1)"
 15:   
 16:  "Cable and Collar Dimensions"
 17:  r_cable=0.235 [in] "Outer Radius of Cable (2)"
 18:  r_i=0.173 [in] "Inner Radius of Jacket Material (2)"
 19:  r_oc=1.5 [in] "Outer Radius of Collar (2)"
 20:   
 21:   
 22:  "Loading is Based on Attached FBD"
 23:  "Assume the Bottom Collar Takes About 90% of the Static Load"
 24:  Load= 700 [lbf] "Total Possible Buoyant Load"
 25:  F_collar= 0.9*Load "Assumed Load of the Collar"
 26:   
 27:   
 28:  "Model the Interaction As a Press Fit Where the Contact Pressure is a Function of the Displacement in the Collar Jacket"
 29:   
 30:  "First Determine the Contact Pressure That Causes Yielding in the Cable Jacket (3)"
 31:  sigma_yield=P_max*(r_cable^2+r_i^2)/(r_cable^2-r_i^2)
 32:   
 33:   
 34:  "Find the Corresponding Deformation (delta) in the Jacket. Contact Pressure (3)"
 35:  P_max=delta_max/(r_cable*(((1/E_steel)*(((r_oc^2+r_cable^2)/(r_oc^2-r_cable^2))+gamma_steel))+((((r_cable^2+r_i^2)
/(r_cable^2-r_i^2))-gamma_jack)/E_jacket)))
 36:   
 37:  "Determine the Required Deformation for a Hold Force with FOS of 3 with Collar Length of 2 Inches (We Want to Space out the
 Features to Avoid Large Stress Concetrations)" 
 38:  FOS_hold=3 "We Do Not Fully Understand the System and Are Using Static
 Analysis to Design a Dynamicly Loaded Component so an FOS of 3 is Reasonable"
 39:  FOS_hold=F_hold/F_collar
 40:  F_hold=f*F_normal
 41:  f=0.64 "Coefficent of Friction From MatWeb"
 42:  F_normal=A_c*P_eff "Normal Forces is Equal to the Contact Pressure Multiplied by the
 Contact Area"
 43:  A_c=l*2*pi*r_cable "Contact Area"
 44:  l=2 [in] "Length of Collar"
 45:   
 46:  "Calculate New Deformation and Compare to the Maximum"
 47:  P_eff=delta/(r_cable*(((1/E_steel)*(((r_oc^2+r_cable^2)/(r_oc^2-r_cable^2))+gamma_steel))+((((r_cable^2+r_i^2)/(r_cable^2-r_i
^2))-gamma_jack)/E_jacket)))
 48:   
 49:  "Now Run the Same Calculations for Delrin Plastic" 
 50:  "Find Pressure and Hold Forces if Delta Remains the Same"
 51:  P_del=delta/(r_cable*(((1/E_del)*(((r_oc^2+r_cable^2)/(r_oc^2-r_cable^2))+gamma_del))+((((r_cable^2+r_i^2)/(r_cable^2-r_i^2))
-gamma_jack)/E_jacket)))
Appendix F – EES Code 
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File:U:\PROJECT\Collar_Updated2.EES 5/15/2020 2:26:28 PM  Page 2
EES Ver. 10.643: #0552: for use only by students and faculty, Mechanical Engineering, Dept. Cal Poly State University
 52:  f_del=0.35 "Coefficent of Friction for Delrin and Polyurathane"
 53:  F_hold_del=f_del*F_n_del
 54:  F_n_del=A_c*P_del
 55:  FOS_del=F_hold_del/F_collar 
 56:  "Delrin has Significantly Lower Hold Capability but Can Still Reach a FOS of 2 on Hold Forces"
 57:   
 58:  "Now That the Attachemnt Hold Force has Been Determined We Need to Evaluate the Stress, Preload, and Torque in the Bolt
 That Attaches the Two Halves of the Collar Together. " 
 59:   
 60:  "The Bolt Needs to Have a Recommended Preload of Approximatly 1/2 of the Hold Force. This is Because We Need it to be
Within its Recomended Operating Zone When Creating Pressure on the Collar. (3)"
 61:  S_p=sigma_steel*0.7 "Use 70% of Yield Stress for Proof Strength" 
 62:   
 63:  0.6*F_hold=0.75*A_t*S_p "Find the Tensile Area Required for a Course Threaded Bolt for a
 Preload That is About 1/2 of Total Hold Force."
 64: "We Want to Split the Load Between Two Bolts. Assume that bolts
Each take about 70% of load"
 65:   
 66:  "From this we can use the tables in Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design to determine that the size of our bolt should be
around 5/16"
 67:   
 68:  "We Now Need to Determine if the Bolt can Handle the Stress (3)"
 69:  sigma_b=0.5*F_hold/0.0524[in^2] "Load is split between two bolts"
 70:  FOS_b=sigma_steel/sigma_b
 71:   
 72:  "Based on this a 5/16 [in] Bolt will Work. Now find the Torque into the bolt"
 73:  d=(5/16) [in]
 74:  k=0.2
 75:  T_i=k*F_hold*d
 76:   
 77:   
 78:   
 79:  "(1) Average Value Taken from the MatWeb
 80:   (2) Cable Data Sheet
 81:   (3) Shigley's Mechanical Design"
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Buoy Oriented Vertically
Material Properties
E jacket   =  18275   [psia] Young's Modulus of the Cable Jacket (1)
Esteel =  2.4 x 10
7   [psia] Young's Modulus for 316 Stainless Steel (1)
gsteel  =  0.31 Poisson's Ratio for Steel (1)
g jack  =  0.25 Poisson's Ratio for Cable Jacket (1)
syield  =  5000   [psia] Yield Strength of Cable Jacket (1)
ssteel  =  42100   [psia] Yield Strength of 316 Stainless (1)
Impact Grade Unreinforced Acetal/Delrin (1)
Edel   =  468000   [psia] Young's Modulus (1)
gdel   =  0 Unavailible (1)
sdel   =  9717   [psia] Ultimate Strength (1)
Cable and Collar Dimensions
rcable   =  0.235   [in] Outer Radius of Cable (2)
r i   =  0.173   [in] Inner Radius of Jacket Material (2)
roc   =  1.5   [in] Outer Radius of Collar (2)
Loading is Based on Attached FBD
Assume the Bottom Collar Takes About 90% of the Static Load
Load   =  700   [lbf] Total Possible Buoyant Load
Fcollar   =  0.9  · Load Assumed Load of the Collar
Model the Interaction As a Press Fit Where the Contact Pressure is a Function of the Displacement in the Collar Jacket
First Determine the Contact Pressure That Causes Yielding in the Cable Jacket (3)
syield   =  Pmax  · 
rcable
2  + r i
2
rcable
2  – r i
2
Find the Corresponding Deformation (delta) in the Jacket. Contact Pressure (3)
Pmax   = 
dmax
rcable  · 
1
Esteel
 · roc
2  + rcable
2
roc
2  – rcable
2
+ gsteel  + 
rcable
2  + r i
2
rcable
2  – r i
2
– g jack
E jacket
Determine the Required Deformation for a Hold Force with FOS of 3 with Collar Length of 2 Inches (We Want to Space Page F - 3 
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out the Features to Avoid Large Stress Concetrations)
FOShold   =  3 We Do Not Fully Understand the System and Are Using Static Analysis to Design a Dynamicly Loaded Component
so an FOS of 3 is Reasonable
FOShold   = 
Fhold
Fcollar
Fhold   =  f  · Fnormal
f   =  0.64 Coefficent of Friction From MatWeb
Fnormal   =  Ac  · Peff Normal Forces is Equal to the Contact Pressure Multiplied by the Contact Area
Ac   =  l  · 2  · p  · rcable Contact Area
l =  2   [in] Length of Collar
Calculate New Deformation and Compare to the Maximum
Peff   = 
d
rcable  · 
1
Esteel
 · roc
2  + rcable 2
roc 2  – rcable 2
+ gsteel  + 
rcable 2  + r i 2
rcable 2  – r i 2
– g jack
E jacket
Now Run the Same Calculations for Delrin Plastic
Find Pressure and Hold Forces if Delta Remains the Same
Pdel   = 
d
rcable  · 
1
Edel
 · roc
2  + rcable 2
roc 2  – rcable 2
+ gdel  + 
rcable 2  + r i 2
rcable 2  – r i 2
– g jack
E jacket
fdel   =  0.35 Coefficent of Friction for Delrin and Polyurathane
Fhold,del   =  fdel  · Fn,del
Fn,del   =  Ac  · Pdel
FOSdel   = 
Fhold,del
Fcollar
Delrin has Significantly Lower Hold Capability but Can Still Reach a FOS of 2 on Hold Forces
Now That the Attachemnt Hold Force has Been Determined We Need to Evaluate the Stress, Preload, and Torque in
the Bolt That Attaches the Two Halves of the Collar Together. 
The Bolt Needs to Have a Recommended Preload of Approximatly 1/2 of the Hold Force. This is Because We Need it
to be Within its Recomended Operating Zone When Creating Pressure on the Collar. (3)
Sp   =  ssteel  · 0.7 Use 70% of Yield Stress for Proof Strength
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0.6  · Fhold   =  0.75  · A t  · Sp Find the Tensile Area Required for a Course Threaded Bolt for a Preload That is About 1/2
of Total Hold Force.
We Want to Split the Load Between Two Bolts. Assume that bolts Each take about 70% of load
From this we can use the tables in Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design to determine that the size of our bolt should
be around 5/16
We Now Need to Determine if the Bolt can Handle the Stress (3)
sb   =  0.5  · 
Fhold
0.0524   [in2] Load is split between two bolts
FOSb   = 
ssteel
sb
Based on this a 5/16 [in] Bolt will Work. Now find the Torque into the bolt
d   = 5
16
· 1   [in]
k   =  0.2
T i   =  k  · Fhold  · d
(1) Average Value Taken from the MatWeb
(2) Cable Data Sheet
(3) Shigley's Mechanical Design
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SOLUTION
Unit Settings: Eng F psia mass deg
Ac  = 2.953 [in2] At = 0.05131 [in2] d  = 0.3125 [in]
d  = 0.04009 [in] dmax  = 0.05954 [in] Edel  = 468000 [psia]
Ejacket  = 18275 [psia] Esteel  = 2.400E+07 [psia] f  = 0.64 
FOSb  = 2.334 FOSdel  = 1.62 FOShold  = 3 
Fcollar  = 630 [lbf] fdel  = 0.35 Fhold  = 1890 [lbf]
Fhold,del  = 1021 [lbf] Fnormal  = 2953 [lbf] Fn,del  = 2916 [lbf]
gdel = 0 gjack  = 0.25 gsteel  = 0.31 [in/in]
k  = 0.2 l = 2 [in] Load  = 700 [lbf]
Pdel  = 987.3 [psi] Peff  = 1000 [psi] Pmax  = 1485 [psi]
rcable  = 0.235 [in] ri  = 0.173 [in] roc  = 1.5 [in]
sb  = 18034 [psia] sdel  = 9717 [psia] ssteel  = 42100 [psia]
syield  = 5000 [psia] Sp  = 29470 [psi] Ti  = 118.1 [in*lbf]
No unit problems were detected.
KEY VARIABLES
Fhold  = 1890 [lbf] Hold Force
dmax  = 0.05954 [in] Maximum Allowable Deformation in Collar
d  = 0.04009 [in] Deformation in the Jacket. Less Than Max Allowable
FOSdel  = 1.62 FOS for Delrin Hold Force
FOSb  = 2.334 FOS for Tensile Load in Bolt.
Ti  = 118.1 [in*lbf] Pre-torque into the bolt
FOShold  = 3 FOS for Hold Force. Desired Could be Lowered by Making Collar Shorter.
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Appendix G – Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design 
Figure 1. The above figure is taken from Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design [20] and 
shows the geometry of bolts. 
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Appendix H – Design Hazard Checklist 
Y N 
  1. Will the system include hazardous revolving, running, rolling, or mixing actions?
  2. Will the system include hazardous reciprocating, shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing,
drawing, or cutting actions?
  3. Will any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
  4. Will the system have any large (>5 kg) moving masses or large (>250 N) forces?
  5. Could the system produce a projectile?
  6. Could the system fall (due to gravity), creating injury?
  7. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
  8. Will the system have any burrs, sharp edges, shear points, or pinch points?
  9. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
  10. Will there be any large batteries (over 30 V)?
  11. Will there be any exposed electrical connections in the system (over 40 V)?
  12. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as flywheels, hanging weights or
pressurized fluids/gases?
  13. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or small particle fuel as part of the
system?
  14. Will the user be required to exert any abnormal effort or experience any abnormal physical
posture during the use of the design?
  15. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design
or its manufacturing?
  16. Could the system generate high levels (>90 dBA) of noise?
  17. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, or cold/high temperatures, during normal use?
  18. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
  19. For powered systems, is there an emergency stop button?
  20. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.
For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (3) 
date to be completed on the reverse side. 
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Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action 
Planned 
Date 
Actual 
Date 
Deployment of the buoy is 
a potential danger to the 
deployer because of the 
ocean waves, wet floors, 
and other oceanic 
conditions. 
• Design the buoy around deployment
to minimize risk to deployer
• Minimize the time needed to deploy
2/4/20 1/16/20 
The size, shape, and weight 
of the buoy is a potential 
danger to the deployer 
because of the difficulty in 
control and attachment. 
• Minimize the weight of the buoy to
increase the control the deployer has
over the buoy
• Simplify the attachment mechanism
to improve speed and safety
2/4/20 1/16/20 
The necessary procedure 
and routine of deploying 
the buoy creates a potential 
hazard to the deployer, 
depending on its difficulty. 
• Simplify the design of the buoy to
allow the operator and management
to plan the simplest possible routine
• Create an exact procedure for
attachment of the buoy to the cable
for the operator
2/4/20 1/16/20 
Manufacturing of the buoy 
will require cutting 
syntactic foam, which 
produces particles that are 
hazardous to ingest. 
• Research the material sheet for the
syntactic foam, and coordinate with
machine shop supervisors
• Locate and use respirators during
manufacturing of our buoy, if
necessary
11/5/19 11/19/19 
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Appendix I - FMEA 
  Action Results 
System / 
Function 
Potential 
Failure Mode 
Potential Effects of 
the Failure Mode 
Se
ve
rit
y 
Potential Causes of 
the Failure Mode 
Current 
Preventative 
Activities 
O
cc
ur
re
nc
e 
Current 
Detection 
Activities 
D
et
ec
tio
n 
R
PN
 
Recommended 
Action(s) 
Responsibility & 
Target 
Completion 
Date 
Actions Taken 
Se
ve
rit
y 
O
cc
ur
en
ce
 
D
et
ec
tio
n 
R
PN
 
Module / 
Provides 
floatation 
Exceeding 
Depth Could Crush / Sinks 7 
Oscillates out of 
system parameters 
Material Rated 
for Operational 
Depth 
1 N/A 10 70 
Specifying only 
rated for 2000 
feet depth 
James - 4/28/20 Inclcuded in Operator's Manusl 7 1 10 70 
Module / 
Locating 
features 
Break-Off Cannot Assemble 4 
Improper 
Assembly / Buoy 
Outside Specified 
Parameters 
Stress Analysis 2 Visual at deployment 1 8 
Create User 
Manual James - 4/28/20 
Included in Operator's 
Manual 
4.0
0 
2.0
0 3.00 24 
Stuck Cannot tune buoyancy 4 
Life Build-up / 
Corrosion Coatings 1 
Visual upon 
disassembly  3 12   
   
Strap 
secures 
modules 
together, 
Secures 
modules 
to collar 
Modules 
loosely 
secured to 
collar 
a. Strap Breaks 
Collar/ b. Strap is 
Tight 
8 
1. Buoy Falls Off 
2. Modules Break 
3. Change Size/Shape 
1./2. Stress 
Analysis 2 
3. Test 
assembly with 
gauge 
5 80 
3. Include 
instructions in 
user manual 
James - 4/28/20 Included in Operaor's Manual 
8.0
0 
1.0
0 6.00 48 Modules 
loosely 
secured 
together 
Cable not supported 8 Modules Fall Off   2 Test assembly with gauge 6 96   
   
Collar / 
Secure 
buoy to 
fiber optic 
cable 
Holds to 
Cable 
a. Too Tight 
b. Too Lose 
c. Fastener Failure 
(Rust/Damage) 
7 
1. Crush Cable 
2. Move Along Cable 
3. Falls Off Cable 
1./2./3. Loading 
Analysis 1 N/A 10 70 
Include torque 
ratings in user 
manual 
Joey - 5/28/20 Include torque ratings in user manual 
7.0
0 
1.0
0 10.00 70 
Holds to 
Module 
(alignment) 
Breaks Off 3 Broke during Operation 
Visual inspection 
before 
Deployment 
6 Visual at redeployment 1 18   
   
Holds to Strap Breaks Off 6 Modules Detach Stress Analysis 1 N/A 10 60      
General / 
Coating Life Build Up 
a. No longer 
dampens system 
b. Loses Buoyancy 
4 1. Organic Lifeforms 1. Coating 3 Visual at redeployment 2 24 
Create User 
manul  Joey - 5/28/20   
4.0
0 
3.0
0 2.00 24 
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Appendix J - Operator's Manual 
Operator’s Manual 
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Necessary Parts 
Tools 
• Torque Wrench capable of being tuned to 120 lb.-in 
• Measuring Tape 
Components (per buoy) 
• 6-60 half-modules (depending on the chosen size of the buoy) 
 
• 4 half-collars 
 
• 4 socket head screws and 4 button head screws 
                                           
• 4 washers and 4 webbing plates (with ratchet straps attached) 
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Operation and Assembly 
Pre-Assembling the buoys 
1. Prior to assembling modules together, calculate the necessary number of modules required to 
reach proper buoyancy (See the Buoyancy-Size chart for help). 
2.  Place the first half-module flat on the ground, with the alignment rods sticking out the top. 
3. Insert these alignment rods into the holes at the bottom of the next half-module. Make sure 
they fit together firmly. The next half-module should have new alignment rods sticking out on 
top. 
4. Repeat step 3 until half of the necessary half-modules have been used. This will complete one 
half-buoy. 
5. Repeat step 2-4 to complete the matching half-buoy. If done correctly, these two half-buoys will 
fit together evenly. For now, leave them separated. 
Pre-Assembling the collars 
1. Prior to assembling the collars together, the ratchet strap should already be attached to the 
webbing plates by the manufacturer. If not, see manufacturing instructions first. 
2. With a half-collar laying with the threaded hole and cable slot facing up, align a washer with the 
threaded hole and lay it on top. 
3. Align the hole in the webbing plate with the hole of the washer and lay it on top. 
4. With all three holes aligned, place a button head screw through all three hole and tighten until 
secure.  
a. Ensure that the webbing plate and strap are pointing away from the cable slot on the 
half-collar.  
5. Repeat step 4 with the webbing plate on the other end of the ratchet strap that is already 
attached. 
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During Deployment 
1. Safely store all buoys and equipment during departure to prevent misplacing loose components,
and to avoid any injury. Once you have reached the desired location along the cable, place a
half-buoy on the ship deck with the flat side facing up.
2. Insert a socket head screw into the unthreaded hole on the half-collar.
a. Make sure that the screw head sits flush with the counter-bore by holding the screw by
the threaded end with the screw head facing down, as shown:
3. Firmly insert a half-collar into one of the designated modules in the half-buoy.
a. Ensure that the strap attachment piece faces towards the outside of the buoy.
b. Ensure that the strap hangs loosely to the side of the assembly until its ready to be
tightened.
4. Place the cable into the designated slot on the half-collar.
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5. Align the threaded hole of another half-collar with the threads of the socket head screw, with
the cable slot facing down. Screw the half-collar onto the threads until there is about a half inch
gap between the top and bottom half-collar.
a. Ensure that the cable slot of the top half-collar aligns with the cable slot of the bottom
half-collar.
b. Ensure that the webbing plate and ratchet strap face towards the outside of the buoy.
c. Ensure that the strap hangs loosely to the side of the assembly until its ready to be
tightened.
6. Insert another socket head screw into the non-threaded hole of the top half-collar and screw it
into the first half-collar until it enters the bottom half-collar by at least an inch.
7. Repeat steps 4-5 for the second collar at the other end of the buoy.
a. During this step, make sure to keep each of collar inserted in the half-buoy to maintain
proper collar spacing.
8. Lift the collar carefully and remove the half-buoy from the cable and attached collars. Make sure
to not move either collar along the cable when you do so.
9. Using a torque limiter attachment on your tool, finish tightening each screw on every collar.
10. Reattach a half-buoy onto the bottom half of the collars on the cable.
a. Ensure that strap lies beneath the reattached half-buoy.
11. Tighten the ratchet strap beneath the reattached half-buoy to the specified rating.
12. Attach the second half-buoy onto the top half of the collars.
a. Ensure that the strap lies above the second half-buoy.
13. Tighten the ratchet strap above the second half-buoy to the specified rating.
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14. Deploy the buoy. 
15. Repeat steps 1-14 for each buoy. 
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Buoyancy-Size chart 
# of Modules Buoyant Force (lbf) 
4 100 
5 125 
6 150 
7 175 
8 200 
9 225 
10 250 
11 275 
12 300 
13 325 
14 350 
15 375 
16 400 
17 425 
18 450 
19 475 
20 500 
21 525 
22 550 
23 575 
24 600 
25 625 
26 650 
27 675 
28 700 
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Safety Info 
WARNINGS 
• Only Individuals with the necessary training and experience should attempt to deploy or
assemble buoys of any size.
• Ocean conditions can be unstable. Make sure to bring all necessary safety equipment.
• If you are unsure or have any concern about operating with this equipment, seek additional
help.
• Cable may obstruct movement during assembly or deployment. Be careful when crossing cable
to avoid losing footing. Do not rely on cable for balance or support.
GUIDELINES 
• Do not deploy to depths greater than 2000 feet of sea water. Doing so may result in
unnecessary damage to buoys of any size.
• To avoid damaging buoy during or prior to deployment, leave at least 1/8” of slack between
ratchet strap and buoy at all times.
• Do not operate under dangerous conditions.
• If any components appear damaged during or prior to assembly, do not deploy any buoys with
damaged equipment.
• Do not deploy buoys with missing or malfunctioning components.
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Attachment K – Project Cost 
List 
# 
Component Needed Chosen Purchase Vendor Price Quantity Total Cost 
1 Structural Foam Sheet CORECELL-S GURIT $600.00 12 $7,200.00  
2 Alignment Rod 1.315" OD, PVC Pipe Home Depot $0.10 120 $12.00  
3 Webbing 3648T410 - 1" Wide 
Polyester Webbing 
McMaster Carr $5.00 2 $10.00  
4 Thread Polyester Thread Amazon $6.00 1 $6.00  
5 Ratchet Buckle 3648T410 - Load-Rated Sew-
On Buckles for Webbing 
McMaster Carr $20.00 2 $40.00  
6 Webbing Buckle 3648T48 - Webbing Anchor 
Plates 
McMaster Carr $20.00 4 $80.00  
7 Anchor Bolt 98164A303 - 316 Stainless 
Steel Button Head Hex Drive 
Screws 
McMaster Carr $1.50 4 $6.00  
8 Washers 90107A127 - General 
Purpose Washers 
McMaster Carr $0.50 4 $2.00  
9 Epoxy Resin Marine-Grade Epoxy Resin The Epoxy Resin 
Store 
$80.00 1 $80.00  
10 Collar Material Delrin McMaster Carr $5.00 2 $10.00  
11 Collar Bolts 92196A591 - 18-8 Stainless 
Steel Socket Head Screws 
McMaster Carr $1.00 4 $4.00  
*Provided costs are estimates, and are rounded up  
to account for Tax and Shipping 
Total $7,450.00 
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Attachment L – CAD Package 
PART 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY. Material Vendor 
100-001 BUOY ASSEMBLY 1 
200-001 TOP MODULE ASSEMBLY 1 
300-005-01 INNER DISK 1 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-005-02 INNER DISK 2 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-005-03 OUTER DISK 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-004 ALIGNMENT ROD 4 PVC HOME DEPOT 
200-002 INNER MODULE ASSEMBLY 2-24*
300-005-02 INNER DISK 2 1 GUIRT 
300-004 ALIGNMENT ROD 2 PVC HOME DEPOT 
200-003 BOTTOM MODULE ASSEMBLY 1 
300-005-01 INNER DISK 1 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-005-02 INNER DISK 2 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-005-03 OUTER DISK 2 GURIT Gurit® 
300-004 ALIGNMENT ROD 4 PVC HOME DEPOT 
200-004 COLLAR ASSEMBLY 2 
300-002 HALF COLLAR 2 DELRIN McMASTER CARR 
3648T48 WEBBING PLATE 2 STAINLESS STEEL McMASTER CARR 
98164A303 3/16 BUTTON HEAD SCREW 2 STAINLESS STEEL McMASTER CARR 
92196A591 5/16 SOCKET HEAD SCREW 2 STAINLESS STEEL McMASTER CARR 
90107A127 3/16 WASHER 2 STAINLESS STEEL McMASTER CARR 
300-001 STRAP 2 POLYESTER McMASTER CARR 
*Quantity depends on total buoyancy required for system
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Attachment M – Testing Procedures 
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Test #1: Deployment Time Trial 
Description of Test: 
To determine if the buoy can be deployed or retrieved within the five-minute target period. This 
will be performed with the buoy in several different configurations. See the attached user manual 
for instructions on assembly.  
Required Material: 
• Buoy Prototype
• Stopwatch
• Torque Wrench
• Measuring Tape
Testing Protocol: 
1. Prepare the buoy’s half sections for a 100lb deployment
2. Start stopwatch when deployment is initiated
a. Attach collar 1 to desired location using torque wrench
b. Measure out the distance to the location of collar 2
c. Attach collar 2 using torque wrench
d. Place foam sections on the collars
e. Attach the foam sections to the collar using the strap
3. Stop timer and record.
4. Restart Timer and remove buoy from cable
a. Undo straps and remove foam sections
b. Unbolt collars
5. Stop timer and record
6. Repeat steps 1-5 a total of 3 times
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for 100 lb., 125lb, and 150lb size buoys. (Total of 18 trials) This will
investigate if it is harder with larger buoy.
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Time Trial Data Sheet: 
Trial 
# Configuration Task Time (s) 
1 
100 
Deploy 
2 Retrieve 
3 Deploy 
4 Retrieve 
5 Deploy 
6 Retrieve 
7 
125 
Deploy 
8 Retrieve 
9 Deploy 
10 Retrieve 
11 Deploy 
12 Retrieve 
13 
150 
Deploy 
14 Retrieve 
15 Deploy 
16 Retrieve 
17 Deploy 
18 Retrieve 
Averages 
Configuration Deployment Time (s) 
Retrieval Time 
(s) 
100 
125 
150 
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Test #2: Incremental Buoyancy 
Description of Test:  
Determine the actual incremental buoyancy of our buoy. 
Required Materials: 
• Completed Buoy
• Strain Gauge
• Strain Gauge Reader
• Cal Poly Pier
o 250 lb. Winch
o 200 lb. Weight
o 250 lb. line
Testing Protocol: 
1. Prepare the strain gauge, line, and weight using the winch at the
pier. (Diagram of set up above)
2. Measure and record the strain on the line with only the weight on it.
(Take at least 3 data points)
3. Tie the buoy in a 75 lb. configuration onto the line using a figure
eight on a bight.
4. Measure and record the strain on the line (take at least 3 data points)
5. Repeat steps 3-4 for 75 lb., 100 lb., 125 lb., and 150 lb.
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Data Table for Incremental Test: 
Initial Strain: 
Configuration 
Strain 
Reading 
Average 
Strain 
75 
100 
125 
150 
175 
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Test #3: Saltwater Submersion Test 
Description of Test:  
Leave sections of laminated foam submerged in saltwater to determine if 
the layers delaminate when exposed to saltwater.  
Required Material: 
• Cal Poly Pier
o 200lb line
o 15 lb. anchor
• Laminated test pieces
• 3 months
Testing Procedure: 
1. Prepare test sections by laminating them together using marine
grade epoxy
2. Prepare the line with the test sections tied in using figure eights on a bight.
3. Leave the line in the water for 3 months and check to make sure that nothing has happened
that would affect performance every few weeks.
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Data Table for Saltwater Test: 
Time Notes 
0 
1 Week 
2 Weeks 
4 Weeks 
6 Weeks 
8 Weeks 
10 Weeks 
12 Weeks 
14 Weeks 
16 Weeks 
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Test #4: Cable Crush Test 
Test Description:  
Use the collar and a test section of cable to determine if the calculated attachment pressure will 
permanently deform the collar. See user manual for instruction on how to attach the collar to the 
cable. 
Required Material: 
• Finished Collar
• Test Cable
• Torque Wrench
• Calipers
• Flashlight
Testing Procedure: 
1. Measure the initial dimensions of the cable jacket
2. Place the Collar on the cable
3. Tighten the bolts to the specified torque
4. Measure the deformation in the jacket.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 with a torque 1.1 times the specified torque and record what happens
Data for Cable Crush Test: 
Torque Deformation Notes: 
Spec 
1.1 X 
Spec 
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Test #5: Collar Loading Test 
Test Description:  
Fasten the collar to the cable and test it in tension up to 1900 lb. (Should 
work to 1890 lb. for steel and 1021 lb. for Delrin). 
Required Materials: 
• Small Load Frame
• Finished Collar
• Test Cable
• Cable and collar Attachment Fixturing
Test Procedure: 
1. Place collar and cable in fixturing (would probably need custom
fixturing but that depends on the load frame that is used).
2. Place the collar and cable into the load frame.
3. Start load frame.
4. Run the load frame until the attachment fails. This will either look
like a separation of the collar, movement along the cable, or the
deformation of the cable jacket. (Keep track of displacement as signs
of movement indicate problems)
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 but apply 110 lb-in of torque to the bolts (-5% specified value).
Data for Collar Loading Test: 
Collar material Pass/Fail Failure Point 
Stainless 
Delrin 
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